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It is found that incorporation of tantalum in a hafnium nitride film induces a tunable optical

reflectivity and improves the hardness. The underlying mechanism can be illustrated by a

combination of experiments and first-principles calculations. It is shown that the evolution of opti-

cal reflectivity and the increase in hardness arise from the formation of Hf1�xTaxN solid solutions

and the resulting changes in the electronic structure. The increase in infrared reflectance originates

from the increase in concentration of free electrons (n) because Ta (d3s2) has one more valence

electron than Hf (d2s2). The sharp blue-shift in cutoff wavelength is attributed to the increase in n
and the appearance of t2g! eg interband absorption. These results suggest that alloying of a second

transition metal renders an effective avenue to improve simultaneously the optical and mechanical

properties of transition metal nitride films. This opens up a door in preparing high-reflectance yet

hard films. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4971356]

The Group-IVB, VB, and VIB transition metal nitrides

(TMN, TM¼Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W) are well

known as a class of technologically important materials in the

fields of cutting- and machining-tool industries and microelec-

tronic devices.1–4 Recently, they have attracted much attention

because of their gold-like colors5 and metal-like reflectivity

spectra6 coupled with other properties such as high hard-

ness,7,8 thermal stability,9,10 corrosion resistance,11,12 abrasion

resistance,13,14 oxidation resistance,15,16 electrical conducti-

vity,17,18 and good diffusion barrier.19,20 These make them

very promising candidates for applications in reflectors for

high-power light-emitting-diode (LED) operation at elevated

temperatures,21 highly reflecting back-contacts in solar

cells,22,23 solar control coatings on windows,24 scratch-

resistant decorative coating,25–27 selective surface in thermal

solar absorbers,28 and refractory plasmonic materials.29,30 In

these applications, the cutoff wavelength and infrared reflec-

tance of TMN films are of utmost importance, as they deter-

mine the light utilization and optical selectivity. It is very

crucial, therefore, to understand how to control them.

To date, studies on optical reflectivity properties of

TiN,31 ZrN,32 HfN,6,33,34 and VN35 films show that the nitro-

gen content,33,35 substrate temperature,6,35 substrate bias,32

and thickness34 exert significant influences on the cutoff

wavelength and infrared reflectance, owing to the changes in

the microstructure and electronic properties. In addition, the

effect of deposition conditions and nitrogen composition on

the structure36 and mechanical properties37–39 of TMN films

has also been reported. Although the effect of chemical

composition and deposition conditions on reflectivity charac-

teristics has been studied and important results have been

reported, how to control the cutoff wavelength and infrared

reflectance, and how to enhance the hardness of TMN films

have not yet been well explored.

In this letter, we report that incorporation of tantalum in

the hafnium nitride film induces a tunable optical reflectivity

and improves the hardness. The mechanisms on optical evo-

lution and mechanical improvement are revealed by combin-

ing the first-principles calculations and Drude-Lorentz fitting

with a series of experiments: gracing incident X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD), Raman spectra, selected area electron diffrac-

tion (SAED), and high resolution transmission electron

microscopy.

The d-Hf1�xTaxN films with a thickness of �600 nm

were prepared by radio-frequency reactive co-sputtering

from separate Hf and Ta targets in the mixed discharge gases

of Ar and N2. The distance between the target and substrate

holder, working pressure, negative substrate bias, and tem-

perature were fixed at 70 mm, 1.0 Pa, �160 V, and 200 �C,

respectively. The Ta content x [Ta/(TaþHf)] in the d-

Hf1�xTaxN films was modulated from 0 to 0.26 by increasing

the power of the Ta target from 0 to 150 W while the power

of the Hf target and flow rate of N2/Ar were kept at 150 W

and 2.0/80 sccm, respectively. The pure d-TaN (Ta/N¼ 1)

film was obtained by keeping RF power of Ta targets and

flow rate of N2/Ar at 150 W and 9.6/80 sccm, respectively.

The microstructure of the films was characterized using the

X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectra, selected area elec-

tron diffraction (SAED), and high-resolution transmission

electron microscope (HRTEM). X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) was used for measurements of Ta content
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x and valence-band spectra, ultraviolet–visible–near-infrared

(UV–VIS–NIR) spectrometer and Hall-effect (HL5550) test-

ing equipment for characterization of reflectivity spectra and

concentration of free electrons, and Nano indentation and

Dektak3 surface profile for characterization of hardness and

thicknesses. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations

were performed to explore the electronic structure of the

d-Hf1�xTaxN solid solutions. The details of preparation,

characterization, Drude–Lorentz fitting, and computation

methods were reported elsewhere.33,40

Fig. 1(a) plots the reflectance spectra of Hf1�xTaxN

films at different x, wherein there is a cutoff wavelength

(kRmin) corresponding to a distinct minimum of reflectance in

the region of visible to ultraviolet wavelengths. Above kRmin,

the reflectance rises sharply and then remains a high and

almost wavelength-independent constant in the infrared

range. Below kRmin, the reflectance increases slightly up to

an intermediate value in the ultraviolet wavelengths (UV).

All reflectance curves exhibit high reflectance in the region

from visible to far infrared. kRmin is an important factor in

evaluating reflectivity characteristic, because low kRmin

means a broad wavelength range of high reflectance. Figs.

1(b) and 1(c) display the kRmin and average reflectance in the

infrared wavelength range of 1000–2200 nm (RIR) as a func-

tion of x. As x increases from 0 to 1 (Fig. 1(b)), the kRmin

exhibits a continuous blue-shift from 376 to 244 nm

(decrease by 35%). The RIR rises from 77% to a maximum

value of 81% as x increases from 0 to 0.06 and then sharply

falls to 52% as x further increases to 1 (Fig. 1(c)). The color

and brightness of Hf1�xTaxN films gradually change follow-

ing the regular evolution in kRmin and RIR, which is shown in

Fig. 1(g). These results indicate that incorporation of Ta in

the HfN film can effectively control the optical reflectivity.

To investigate the reason for reflectivity evolution via

incorporation of Ta, the reflectance spectra of Hf1�xTaxN

films have been fitted through the Drude–Lorentz model, in

which a series of spectral fittings have been carried out. The

fitting parameters and their definitions are shown in Table I.

The best fitting is obtained through using one Drude part and

two Lorentz oscillators in the fitting process. The two oscil-

lators located at �5.4 eV and �1.8 eV are defined as the

high-energy (H) and low-energy (L) oscillators, respectively.

The shape and peak position of the measured reflectivity

spectra match well with the corresponding fitted spectra

(Fig. S1 of the supplementary material), indicating that the

reflectance spectra of Hf1�xTaxN films can be fitted with the

Drude-Lorentz model. The strong dependence between the

fitting parameters and x is also displayed in Figs. 3(a) and S2

(supplementary material). The good agreement between the

fitted reflectivity spectra and the measured ones proves that

the observed variation in kRmin and RIR with x arises from the

evolution in Lorentz and Drude parameters.

To look for the main contributing factors affecting kRmin

and RIR, we have systematically studied the effect of Lorentz

and Drude parameters on the reflectivity spectra through

simulating the reflectivity spectra at different parameters

(Figs. S3 and S4 of the supplementary material). As is seen

from Fig. S3 (supplementary material), most Lorentz param-

eters have almost no influence on kRmin, including the

strength SH (Fig. S3(e) of the supplementary material), the

width CH (Fig. S3(f) of the supplementary material), and the

central energy EH (Fig. S3(g) of the supplementary material)

of the high-energy oscillator, and the width CL (Fig. S3(i) of

the supplementary material) and the central energy EL (Fig.

S3(j) of the supplementary material) in the low-energy oscil-

lator. Additionally, the dielectric constant e1 (Fig. S3(b) of

the supplementary material) and relaxation time s (Fig. S3(c)

of the supplementary material) cause the consistent increase

in kRmin, which is totally different from the trend of mea-

sured kRmin (Fig. 1(b)). Therefore, the variations in the

parameters above are not the reason that kRmin continuously

decreases with x. In contrast, the increase in both plasma

energy (Ep) and strength (SL) of low-energy oscillator causes

the marked reduction in kRmin (Figs. 1(e) and 1(h)), which

agrees well with the trend of the measured kRmin (Fig. 1(b)).

Therefore, the sharp blue-shift in kRmin observed experimentally

is due to the increase in Ep and SL with x (Figs. 1(e) and 1(h)).

In Fig. S4 (supplementary material), all of Lorentz

parameters (Figs. S4(e)–S4(j) of the supplementary material)

and e1 (Fig. S4(b) of the supplementary material) have

almost no effect on RIR, proving that these parameters do not

contribute the changes in RIR. In contrast, the increase in Ep

causes a rapid rise in RIR, whereas the reduction in s causes a

sharp fall in RIR, indicating that Ep and s are the main factors

affecting RIR (Figs. 1(f) and 1(i)). Therefore, the rise in the

measured RIR at 0� x� 0.06 is ascribed to the enhancement

induced by Ep being greater than the fall induced by s. As a

result, the subsequent fall in the measured RIR at 0.06� x� 1

FIG. 1. The (a) reflectance spectra, (b) measured cutoff wavelengths at the

minimum reflectance (kRmin), (c) measured reflectance in the infrared region

of 1000–2200 nm (RIR), (d) a zoomed-in view of the region kRmin, and (g)

color variation for Hf1�xTaxN films with different x. The simulated kRmin

obtained at different (e) plasma energy Ep and (h) strength SL in the low-

energy (OL) Lorentz oscillator, and the simulated RIR obtained at different

(f) Ep and (i) relaxation time s for the same samples.
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owes to the positive effect of Ep being less than the negative

effect of s.

In summary, the simulations of reflectivity spectra above

prove that the decrease in kRmin arises from the combined

effect of Ep and SL. The first increase and then decrease in

RIR are attributed to the competition between the positive

and negative roles of Ep and s.

To explain the reason that incorporation of Ta signifi-

cantly affects the Ep, SL, and s, we have investigated the struc-

ture and electronic properties of Hf1�xTaxN films. Figs. 2(a)

and 2(b) plot the GIXRD and symmetric h/2h XRD spectra

for d-Hf1�xTaxN with different x. It can be seen that the

(1 1 1), (2 0 0), (2 2 0), and (3 1 1) diffraction peaks attributed

to the rocksalt phase appear simultaneously, proving that

Hf1�xTaxN films keep crystallized in the rocksalt structure as

x varies from 0 to 1. The lattice parameter (a) values experi-

mentally obtained from GIXRD spectra and theoretically

obtained by first-principles calculations are shown in Fig.

2(c). The measured a decreases consistently as x increases

from 0 to 1, which agrees well with the trend of theoretical a,

confirming that the incorporation of Ta causes a lattice con-

traction. These results consistently prove that incorporation of

Ta in HfN films forms the solid solutions as x increases from

0 to 1. To confirm further this conclusion, Raman spectra,

SAED, and HRTEM measurements were performed and the

corresponding results are displayed in Figs. 2(d)–2(f), respec-

tively. The first-order acoustic (TA, LA) and optical peaks (O)

at 110, 150 and 470 cm�1 assigned to the rocksalt structure

appear simultaneously in Fig. 2(d) as x varies from 0 to 1. Fig.

2(e) displays the diffraction rings attributed to (1 1 1), (2 0 0),

(2 2 0), and (3 1 1) in the rocksalt phase. Fig. 2(f) plots a typi-

cal HRTEM lattice image of Hf1�xTaxN films, in which. well-

crystallized nanograins are uniformly distributed on the film

surface. The measured interplanar spacings agree well with

the (111) and (200) plane spacings of the rocksalt phase.

These findings from Raman, SAED, and HRTEM match well

with XRD measurements and first-principles calculations,

consistently proving that incorporation of Ta in HfN films

TABLE I. Drude-Lorentz parameters for the Hf1�xTaxN films with different x extracted from the fitting procedure: dielectric constant e1, plasma energy Ep,

relaxation time s, central energy EH, strength SH, and width CH in the high-energy oscillator, and central energy EL, strength SL, and width CL in the low-

energy oscillator.

Ta/(HfþTa) x e1 Ep (eV) s (10�16 s) EH (eV) SH (eV) CH (eV) EL (eV) SL (eV) CL (eV)

0.00 2.50 5.71 9.57 4.60 1.20 2.65 … … …

0.03 2.74 6.09 9.49 4.85 1.33 2.80 1.80 0.10 1.50

0.06 3.33 6.90 9.41 4.95 1.40 2.46 1.81 0.12 1.65

0.11 3.38 7.42 6.24 5.10 1.38 2.30 1.81 0.53 2.10

0.26 3.57 8.03 4.45 5.20 1.20 2.30 1.82 3.39 2.60

1.00 4.00 9.04 1.11 6.12 1.40 2.70 1.85 10.61 3.20

FIG. 2. The (a) GIXRD, (b) symmetric h/2h XRD spectra, (c) change in lat-

tice parameter experimentally obtained from GIXRD spectra and theoreti-

cally obtained by first-principles calculations, and (d) Raman spectra for

d-Hf1�xTaxN films with different x. A typical (e) SAED pattern and (f)

HRTEM lattice image.

FIG. 3. The (a) central energy EL and strength SL in the low-energy Lorentz

oscillator for Hf1�xTaxN films with different x. A (b) typical structural

model and (c-f) density of states (DOS) for HfN, Hf3TaN4, Hf2Ta2N4,

HfTa3N4, and TaN obtained by first-principles calculations.
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induces formation of Hf1�xTaxN solid solutions within the

whole region of x from 0 to 1.

Now that the formation of Hf1�xTaxN solid solutions is

confirmed, we explain the origin of the two unknown oscilla-

tors and change in strength (SL) of the low-energy oscillator

in Figs. 3(a) and S2 (supplementary material). The effect of

Ta incorporation on the electronic structure is investigated by

a combination of first-principles calculations and experiments.

For better comparison with the experiments, five theoretical

models of Hf1�xTaxN solid solutions are constructed, and

the corresponding structure is plotted in Figs. 3(b) and

S5 (supplementary material). The order in the structure is:

HfN!Hf3TaN4!Hf2Ta2N4!HfTa3N4!TaN. The total

and partial density of states (TDOS and PDOS) for HfN,

Hf3TaN4, Hf2Ta2N4, HfTa3N4, and TaN are calculated, and

the corresponding results are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(f). For

pure HfN (Fig. 3(d)), the density of states (DOS) is mainly

divided into three distinct energy regions. The first region

from �8 to �3 eV is characterized by the strong hybridization

of the Hf d-electrons with N p-electrons. The second region

from �3 eV to Fermi level (EF) is mainly from the t2g elec-

trons of Hf d. The third region from EF to 3 eV is filled by the

Hf d-t2g electrons. For pure TaN (Fig. 3(f)), new eg states at

�2.0 eV above EF occur and coexist with the t2g electrons in

the third region. In addition, for Hf3TaN4 solid solutions (Fig.

3(e)), the eg states at �2.0 eV above EF also appear in the

third region. These results consistently prove that incorpora-

tion of Ta induces splitting of the d band above the EF com-

pared to the pure HfN, which results in the formation of eg

states at �2.0 eV above the EF. In this situation, electrons

trapped in t2g occupied states close to the EF can jump toward

these eg unoccupied states above the EF, causing the transition

absorption in the considered energy range. Therefore, the

unknown absorption band centered at �1.80 eV correspond-

ing to the lower-energy oscillator (Fig. 3(a)) can be attributed

to the transitions from the t2g occupied states to eg unoccupied

states due to crystal field splitting (calculated energy separa-

tion is �2.0 eV). The absorption band centered at �5.4 eV

corresponding to the high-energy oscillator (Fig. S2(a) of the

supplementary material) can be assigned to the intrinsic inter-

band transition from the N2p electrons to the Fermi level (cal-

culated energy separation is �6.1 eV). As x increases, t2g! eg

absorption band gets stronger (Fig. 3(a)) because eg unoccupied

states above EF become stronger (Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)).

Fig. 4(a) plots the plasma energy (Ep) and relaxation time

(s) as a function of x. As x increases from 0 to 1, Ep increases

consistently from 5.71 eV to 9.04 eV, and s decreases mono-

tonically from 9.57� 10�16 s to 1.11� 10�16 s. According to

the formula Ep / n1/2, Ep is determined by the concentration

of free electrons (n). Our hall measurements show that the

n sharply increases from 2.47� 1022 to 7.66� 1022 cm�3 as

x increases (Fig. 4(b)). This matches well with the trend of Ep

(Fig. 4(a)), indicating that the increase in Ep is due to the

increase in n after incorporation of Ta. Why does s decrease

as x increases (Fig. 4(a))? s is the average time between two

scattering events of free electrons, which is directly related to

the electron mean free path (le). The increase in n causes

increase in scattering events of electron-electron and electron-

defect (point defects and grain boundaries), which in turn

inevitably reduces the le.41 Hence, the observed reduction in

s is attributed to the increase in n. These results consistently

prove that both increase in Ep and decrease in s are due to the

increase in n induced by Ta alloying.

To explain why the n continuously increases as x
increases, the density of states (DOS) around the EF for five

d-Hf1�xTaNx samples mentioned above (Fig. 3(c)) is investi-

gated. Fig. 4(c) plots the ratio of the integrated DOS from

�0.15 up to 0.15 eV to that of the whole valence energy

region up to EF. It can be clearly seen that as x increases

from 0 to 1, the DOS around EF increases from 2.0% to

2.5%, indicating that incorporation of Ta adds extra free

electrons to the conduction band. To confirm further this

conclusion, the XPS valence-band spectra measurements

were performed (Fig. 4(f)). All of the spectra are composed

of two peaks. One is located around the EF (0–3 eV), origi-

nating from metal d (Hf 4d and/or Ta 5d) states based on cal-

culated DOS (Figs. 3(d)–3(f)). The other peak is located at

�5.5 eV from hybridized states of N 2p and metal d. The

metal d states get stronger as x increases (Fig. 4(d)), which is

consistent with the calculated DOS (Fig. 4(c)), indicating

that Ta alloying adds extra free electrons to the conduction

band because Ta (d3s2) has one more valence electron than

Hf (d2s2).

As x increases from 0 to 0.26, hardness (H) and modulus

(M) of Hf1�xTaxN films gradually increase up to 31.6 GPa

and 320.0 GPa (Fig. S6 of the supplementary material).

Compared to pure HfN (H¼ 24.3 GPa, M¼ 287.5 GPa) and

TaN (H¼ 24.0 GPa, M¼ 289.5 GPa) films, the hardness of

the Hf1�xTaxN film with x¼ 0.26 increases by 30% and

32%, and the modulus increases by 11% and 11%, respec-

tively. The H and E improvement arises from the solid-

solution hardening.7

In conclusion, incorporation of tantalum in the hafnium

nitride film induces a tunable optical reflectivity and improves

the hardness. The consistency between our experimental

FIG. 4. The (a) plasma energy Ep and relaxation time s, (b) concentration of

free electrons n, the (c) ratio of the integrated DOS from �0.15 up to

0.15 eV to that of the whole valence energy region up to EF obtained by

first-principles calculations, and (d) typical valence-band spectra for

Hf1�xTaxN films with different x.
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results and first-principles calculations unambiguously proves

that the increase in infrared reflectance is attributed to the

increase in concentration of free electrons (n) because Ta

(d3s2) has one more valence electron than Hf (d2s2). The sharp

blue-shift in cutoff wavelength arises from the increase in n
and formation of t2g! eg absorption band. These results sug-

gest that alloying is an effective way to simultaneously

improve the optical and mechanical properties of transition

metal nitrides films, which provides a research strategy for

preparing durable high-reflectance coatings used on the outer

surface of optical devices in harsh environment.

See supplementary material for Figures S1–S6.
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